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II. DEFINITIONS 

a. The Faculty 
i. The faculty refers to all tenured and tenure track faculty. 

b. Teaching 
i. Teaching takes a variety of forms, including the use of technology, 

development of new courses and programs (including those involving 
collaborative or interdisciplinary work and civic engagement), faculty 
exchanges and teaching abroad, off-site-learning, supervision of 
undergraduate and graduate research and thesis preparation, emphasis 
on pedagogy including the various learning outcomes defined in a specific 
curriculum, and other aspects of learning and its assessment. It also 
includes advising responsibilities. 

 

c. Scholarship 
i. Scholarship is widely interpreted and takes many forms, including the 

scholarship of Application, Discovery, Integration and/or Teaching. 
Regardless of type, each faculty member shall be reviewed in terms of 
continuing professional development and currency in his/her academic 
field as affirmed by its community of scholars.  
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III. MEMBERSHIP OF COMMITTEES  

a. Promotion, Tenure, and Reappointment Committee 
i. The Promotion, Tenure, and Reappointment Committee are the same. 

ii. The Promotion, Tenure, and Reappointment Committee consists of all 
members of the faculty who are tenured.  It votes on reappointment at 
the first and second year, on recommendations for the Third Year Review, 
on recommendations for Comprehensive Five Year Reviews (post-
tenure), promotion, and tenure.  USM Policy II-1.00 Section I.C.3. provides 
that the appointments of faculty entering the third through fifth years of 
service will automatically renew for one additional year unless notice of 
non-reappointment is provided by August 1 prior to the third or 
subsequent academic year of service as applicable.   

 

 

b. Minimum number of committee members 
i. Three opinions are required for all decisions of Tenure, Reappointment, 

and Promotion.   

ii. In order that at least three (3) tenured faculty opinions be considered in 
promotion and tenure recommendations, in addition to the department 
chairperson, when there are fewer than three (3) tenured faculty 
members, or faculty of rank, the department shall supplement the 
committee with tenured faculty members from other departments within 
the college or from the appropriate department if the faculty member 
being reviewed has a joint appointment, including a joint appointment 
between colleges. The additional tenured faculty members, or faculty of 
rank, shall be selected from a list of at least three (3) faculty members 
recommended by the faculty member under review. The faculty member 
shall submit the list of recommended faculty members on or before the 
third Friday in June. The department chairperson and the dean will 
review the list from the appropriate college and make recommendations 
by the first Friday in September. The college PTRM committee will select 
the additional faculty member(s) to be added to the committee on or 
before the third Friday of September of the review year. 

 

c. Merit Committee 
i. Merit Committee consists of all members of the faculty with the exception 

of first year untenured tenure track faculty who are non-voting members. 

d. The Chair of the PTRM Committee 
i. The Department representative to the College PTRM Committee is the 

chairperson of the PTRM Committees.  College PTRM committee 
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members who are presenting themselves for promotion shall not serve 
during the year in which their promotion is under consideration.   

ii. Duties of the chair include calling and conducting the fall PTRM meetings, 
filling out proper forms for votes taken and gathering signatures.  The 
chair assigns letters to be written and assures that the final draft of the 
ÌÅÔÔÅÒÓȟ ÁÌÏÎÇ ×ÉÔÈ ÔÈÅ $ÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ 3ÕÍÍÁÒÙ 2ÅÐÏÒÔÓȟ ÁÒÅ ÉÎ ÅÁÃÈ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙȭÓ 
PTRM folders and that the folders submitted to the chair of the 
Department in accordance with the calendar.  PTRM chair is responsible 
for transmitting ballots when required to the College dean.  In early fall, 
the PTRM chair also assigns faculty reviewers for peer reviews.  In 
addition, the PTRM chair is responsible for conducting the Department 
review of the Department PTRM document in according with the calendar 
and submitting revisions to the College PTRM. 

e. Duties of the PTRM Committee 
i. The Department PTRM Committees shall review the evaluation portfolios 

and shall prepare a written report, with vote count, for each 
recommendation. The recommendation shall contain reference to each 
category evaluated: teaching/advising, scholarship, and 
university/civic/professional service. The statement should be consistent 
with the depaÒÔÍÅÎÔȭÓ ÓÔÁÎÄards and expectations (Section V) and 
submitted to the department chair by the second Friday in October. The 
chair shall forward the evaluation portfolio, Department PTRM 
Committee and Department chairperson recommendations and the 
department ÖÏÔÅ ÃÏÕÎÔ ÒÅÃÏÒÄ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ $ÅÁÎȭÓ ÏÆÆÉÃÅ ÂÙ ÔÈÅ ÓÅÃÏÎÄ &ÒÉÄÁÙ ÉÎ 
November. 

f. Role of the Department Chair 
i. The Chair of the Department of Geography is a non-voting member of the 

Promotion Committee, the Tenure Committee, the Reappointment 
Committee, or the Merit Committee. 
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IV. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

a. Conforms to University ART 
i. 4ÈÅ 0ÏÌÉÃÉÅÓ ÁÎÄ 0ÒÏÃÅÄÕÒÅÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ $ÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ ÏÆ 'ÅÏÇÒÁÐÈÙȭÓ 042- 

committees conform to the standards and expectations established in the 
Towson University ART for faculty, the College of Liberal Arts PTRM 
document 

b. Confidentiality 
i. 
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some other reason may not vote by proxy.  Faculty on sabbatical may vote 
if they have reviewed material and are present at the meeting.  No 
committee member shall abstain from a vote for merit, tenure, 
reappointment, or promotion unless the Provost authorizes such 
abstention for good cause, including an impermissible conflict of interest. 

iii. Votes regarding reappointment, merit, and/or comprehensive reviews 
taken by any committee and/or the department shall be by confidential 
ballot and tallied by the committee chair. The results shall be entered on a 
single sheet of paper labeled with the name of the faculty member being 
evaluated, the department name or college name, and the date. Members 
of the committee will each sign the report to confirm their participation 
and the result as recorded. The record of the vote will be forwarded to 
the Dean who shall maintain these documents for three years.  

g. Portfolios 
i. Evaluation portfolios shall be organized, indexed, and placed in a three-

ring binder (or submitted as an electronic portfolio if the University 
creates an approved format for doing so). Binders should be organized 
using dividers with tabs to identify the sections (electronic portfolios 
should be organized with similar clarity, based on University standards 
once developed and using the technologies available). Although the faulty 
member has freedom to include materials deemed pertinent to the 
evaluation, repetitious or padded files are discouraged. Contents of the 
evaluation portfolio are determined by type of review and minimally, 
shall include:  

ii. Evaluation portfolio materials for annual review of all tenured faculty 
must include the following documents:  

1. Completed and signed AR (Annual Report Parts I & II) or CAR 
ɉ#ÈÁÉÒÐÅÒÓÏÎȭÓ !nnual Report I & II) forms. 

2. Curriculum vitae. The curriculum vitae should summarize the 
candidate's education, teaching, and professional employment; 
specific courses taught at Towson; honors and grants; scholarly 
publications; professional presentations, associations, and 
activities; and record of service to the university, the profession, 
and the community.  

3. Syllabi of courses taught during the year under review. 

4. Evaluation of teaching and advising, as appropriate, and including 
the following:  

a. Student evaluations tabulated by the office of the 
department chairperson or an administrative entity other 
than the faculty member.  
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b. Grade distributions for courses beginning with the year this 
document takes effect. 

c. Statements of advising experience and practice and any 
materials evidencing engagement with advising 
responsibilities.  These may include the evidence of regular 
and reliable records of the advice given, logs of advising 
appointments, peer or chair review of advising, 
examination of exit interview responses, notable instances 
of positive advising contributions or of advising errors, 
letters of recommendation written on behalf of students, 
research mentoring beyond the expectations of course 
supervision, definable contributions through organizational 
or group advising, evidence of significant contributions to 
career advising, or other advising contributions for the 
benefit of students. 

  

5. Documentation of scholarship and service. This documentation 
should include a copy of any publication, review, presentation, 
grant application, or other item identified by the faculty member 
as part of the faculty member's scholarly activity. 

iii. Evaluation portfolio materials for annual review of tenure
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removed by subsequent levels of evaluators. The 
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v. The Chair of the Department and the Chair of the PTRM Committee will 
meet with the faculty member to discuss his/her progress no later than 
the first Friday in March.  The faculty member shall sign a statement 
indicating that s/he has read, but not necessarily agreed with the 
evaluation.  

l. Comprehensive Five-Year Review (Post-tenure Review) 
i. The comprehensive review policies herein are in accordance with the 
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V. CRITERIA 

a. Evaluation Consistent with AR or CAR 
i. In conjunction with guidelines issued by the Chancellor or the Board of 
2ÅÇÅÎÔÓȟ ÔÈÅ Ȱ3ÔÁÎÄÁÒÄÓ ÁÎÄ %ØÐÅÃÔÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÆÏÒ .Å× 4ÅÎÕÒÅ-4ÒÁÃË &ÁÃÕÌÔÙȱ 
or section AR II of the Annual Report form or section CAR II of the 
#ÈÁÉÒÐÅÒÓÏÎȭÓ !ÎÎÕÁÌ 2ÅÐÏÒÔ ÆÏÒÍ ÓÈÁÌÌ ÓÅÒÖÅ ÁÓ ÔÈÅ ÂÁÓÉÓ ÆÏÒ ÍÅÒÉÔ 
evaluation. To qualify for merit, faculty members shall demonstrate 
achievement in teaching, scholarship, and service consistent with their 
AR or CAR Part II. 

b. First Year Reappointment 
i. For First Year Reappointment the evaluation shall be on the basis of the 

Standards and Expectations of New Tenure-Track Faculty (SENTF). 

c. Merit 
i. For Merit there are three (3) categories 

1. Not Meritorious: Performance fails to meet standards. 

2. Satisfactory (Base Merit): Performance is competent and 
contributes to fulfilling the mission of the university, college, and 
department.  

3. Excellent (Base Merit plus one Performance Merit): Excellence in 
teaching, or scholarship, or service and satisfactory performance 
in other performance categories. 

d. Promotion 
i. For Promotion there are three (3) categories  

1. Assistant Professor shall hold the doctorate or recognized 
terminal degree in the field of specialization. Exceptions may be 
made for comparable professional activity or research and in areas 
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i. $ÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ 042- ÃÏÍÍÉÔÔÅÅȭÓ ÒÅÐÏÒÔÓ ×ÉÔÈ ÒÅÃÏÍÍÅÎÄÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÁÎÄ 
vote count on all faculty members are submitted to the department 
chairperson.  

ii. College PTRM documents are due to the university PTRM committee if 
changes have been made.  

i. The Fourth Friday in October 
i. $ÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ ÃÈÁÉÒÐÅÒÓÏÎȭÓ ×ÒÉÔÔÅÎ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ ÆÏÒ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÃÏÎÓÉÄÅÒÅÄ 

for reappointment in the first through fifth years, promotion, tenure, 
and comprehensive five-ÙÅÁÒ ÒÅÖÉÅ× ÉÓ ÁÄÄÅÄ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÅÍÂÅÒȭÓ 
evaluation portfolio and conveyed to the faculty member. 

ii. The department chairperson will place his/her independent 
evaluation into the evaluation portfolio.  

iii. The department PTRM committÅÅȭÓ ÒÅÐÏÒÔ ×ÉÔÈ ÒÅÃÏÍÍÅÎÄÁÔÉÏÎÓ 
ÁÎÄ ÖÏÔÅ ÃÏÕÎÔ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÄÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ ÃÈÁÉÒÐÅÒÓÏÎȭÓ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ ÁÒÅ 
distributed to the faculty member.  

j. The Second Friday in November 
i. 4ÈÅ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÅÍÂÅÒȭÓ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ ÐÏÒÔÆÏÌÉÏȟ ÉÎÃÌÕÓÉÖÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ 
ÄÅÐÁÒÔÍÅÎÔ 042- ÃÏÍÍÉÔÔÅÅȭÓ ×ÒÉÔÔÅn recommendation with record 
of the vote count, and the written recommendation of the department 
chairperson, are forwarded by the department PTRM chairperson to 
ÔÈÅ ÄÅÁÎȭÓ ÏÆÆÉÃÅȢ  

k. November 30th  
i. 
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p. The Third Friday in January  
i. 4ÈÅ ÄÅÁÎȭÓ ×ÒÉÔÔÅÎ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ ÒÅÇÁÒÄÉÎÇ ÐÒÏÍÏÔÉÏÎ ÁÎÄȾÏÒ ÔÅÎÕÒÅ 

with recommendation is added to ÔÈÅ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÅÍÂÅÒȭÓ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ 
portfolio. 

ii. 4ÈÅ ÃÏÌÌÅÇÅ 042- ÃÏÍÍÉÔÔÅÅȭÓ ÒÅÐÏÒÔ ×ÉÔÈ ÖÏÔÅ ÃÏÕÎÔÓ ÁÎÄ 
ÒÅÃÏÍÍÅÎÄÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÄÅÁÎȭÓ ÒÅÃÏÍÍÅÎÄÁÔÉÏÎ ÁÒÅ ÃÏÎÖÅÙÅÄ ÉÎ 
writing to the faculty member.  

iii. The department PTRM committee and chairperson recommendations 
concerning reappointment for first-year tenure-track faculty are 
delivered to the faculty member and the dean.  

iv. All documentation for the third year review of tenure-track faculty is 
submitted by the faculty member to the department chairperson. 

v. Department chair recommendations on reappointment of first-year 
ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÕÓÔ ÂÅ ÁÄÄÅÄ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÅÍÂÅÒȭÓ ÅÖÁÌÕÁÔÉÏÎ ÐÏÒÔÆÏÌÉÏȢ 

q. The First Friday in February 
i. The college dean forwards the summative portfolio inclusive of the 
ÃÏÍÍÉÔÔÅÅȭÓ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÄÅÁÎȭÓ ÒÅÃÏÍÍÅÎÄÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÏÆ ÅÁÃÈ ÆÁÃÕÌÔÙ ÍÅÍÂÅÒ 
with a recommendation concerning promotion and/or tenure or five-
year comprehensive review to the Provost.  

ii. The dean forwards all recommendations regarding 
reappointment/non-reappointment to the Provost. If the dean 
disagrees with the department recommendation, the dean shall 
prepare his/her own recommendation and send a copy to the faculty 
member and add this recommendation to the summative portfolio. 

r. The Second Friday in February  
i. 
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i. 0ÒÏÖÏÓÔȭÓ ÌÅÔÔÅÒ ÏÆ ÄÅÃÉÓÉÏÎ is conveyed to the faculty member, 
department and college PTRM committee chairpersons, department 
chairperson, and dean of the college. 
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VIII. APPENDIX I
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c. DSS statement 

 

d. Statement on repeats 

 

Course Texts 
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IX. APPENDIX II 

Provost’s requirements for Promotion, Tenure, and Comprehensive Five Year 
Review folders 
The summative portfolio shall be compiled in a one-


